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is a Remote Access Trojan (RAT) that is sold in underground markets.n It steals information and creates a loophole for remote
users. The RAT is fairly simple, but also quite difficult to crack. The traffic that is transmitted is usually very small, so an

attacker cannot use it during an attack. If you want to see more details, read about the RAT vulnerability in the source. 2. Z-
Board (Z-B) Z-BOARD is a program that can delete files very easily. It cannot only delete their content, but it can only delete
files that have been identified and included in the "RECON" file list. If you include this list in the "RAT" list, even protected

files may be deleted. How Z-BOORD works: (R)ICON (ICONID) "ICON" It contains a group of files called "IConID"
(IConname) or a group of files "ICropati" (Intermovement). How Z-Board Works A group of files (ICO) that includes "IC0"
(ISO0) after "IC2" (IEC1) creates "Ic" (anchor) holes. This "ICcopati" file will be deleted, and others (if you include "IC1" in
the "RAT" list, it will be deleted) The purpose of the programs Z-sbooler (Z - symbol Booler) and Z - unlocker ( Z - symbolic

Paskent Boolrator ) is to exclude from the list of current files that can be disabled. Unlike VividScreen, Z -sbuler and Z
-unlocker cannot delete security related files, as they do not use filenames as key information to establish the current state of a

file or stream. But these programs have one purpose - to delete files. Therefore, when you install the latest versions (for
example, Windows 10), you must remove all files from the software beforehand. 3. Cobalt Blue - malware for remote

destruction or modification of objects on a computer ZLOKOR is a malicious utility that spreads across corporate networks and
is capable of performing various dangerous operations on a computer and copying data to remote storages. Cobal Blue also
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